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Too late

The three women appeared out of the blue, looking like furies with faces painted in war colors. 

They were feared not just because of their appearance. Rather with an eye on the reason for their 

arrival because when they came it was too late.

Imagination

They paraded over the sun-drenched terrace, otherwise you cannot name their deliberate slow 

pace. Three elegant ladies uniformly and formal dressed in a remarkable business gear.

I imaginatively associated them with the daughters of the night. Emissaries of Divine powers from 

ancient Greek mythology according to my imagination with a demonic smile in their faces.

Madness, no imagination that has run wild rather a list of the time. Caused by vague memories of 

places I once roamed. Shot from my semi-sleepy brain during the morning walk.

Unexpectedly

The social behavior of the Portuguese appears to be quite mysterious and incomprehensible to the 

Dutch. Coincidentally, I came across it, a rumination on the internet.1
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Portuguese and appointments:

If you agree a time with a Portuguese, it is useful that you ask which week or even better which 

year the appointment is! They are never on time.  

Quote: Ralph Reijnders.

Cultural manifestations I thought the three ladies presented in a terrifying personification derived  

from a mythical world of gods. Linked to the elements, special natural phenomena or human 

emotions. Incomparable with everyday norms and values.

Just after the sharp bend in the road suddenly a looming fence where the old sand path ran.  

Upwards, further on it led past the pine trees ending at the intersection. Purchased and sealed off 

suddenly, unannounced!

Until recently that forest plot was freely accessible to walk throug, used by many as a cut-off path. 

Annoyingly, I admit it immediately an illegal landfill was regarded as a less honorable purpose.

Fancies 

Real estate types or project developers best possible, eager for money came to mind. The world is 
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Fancies 

Real estate types or project developers best possible, eager for money came to mind. The world is 

constantly changing not only climatically, also from a planning point of view, driven by the 

selfishness of man.

My fantasy still ran wild revenge goddesses with bloodshot eyes and snakes in their hair.  Filled with 

hatred that always came three Alecto, Tisiphone and Megaira. They were called Erinyes the 

daughters of Nyx, the Night.

Perhaps their family member lived there in that run down Portuguese casa where the front door was 

always open. Ajar for the fresh air or to expel the humidity. 

Change

It seemed anything but inviting, completely dilapidated in a desolate deplorable condition. 

Affected by the test of time and neglected maintenance. A haunted house almost overgrown by 

intrusive greenery.  

Surrounded by that immensely large poorly maintained garden impossible to keep up with the age-

old occupant. Chased as willing prey, incited to madness by those scary goddesses. Wandering 

around to assert themselves as soon as the first morning light dispels the velvet darkness. The front 

door remained invitingly open for a while. 
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Never again did anyone appear in the doorway to greet unannounced visitors with joy. The omens 

don't cheat, trees and scrub were razed to the ground. Sad but not incomprehensible after all, this 

is central Algarve and the market is willing.

Unique 

Whether or not the economic tide is on the rise. Every piece of wasteland falling prey, ruthless and 

quickly sacrificed. Literally confronted with it this morning there where that dilapidated casa stood.  

Under construction yet another super-de-luxe apartment block.

Well the country's wise, the country's honor. Unforeseen circumstances making the Portuguese 

decide to change their mind. Even though the appointment was just made, an ineradicable 

behavioral expression. Curious for those who assume: "a deal is a deal". An unshakable fact by 

Dutch standards, definitely inconvenient if you don't consider the so-called “imprevistos".  

The irrepressible tendency to alter which simply resides in the Portuguese nature. Made an 

appointment, no problem changing your mind. Or sometimes just forgottten, no idea anyone who 

knows can say it. Never on time... no way, under no circumstances without doubt by Portuguese 

standards.
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The stench of the sea rushed towards me. The scent of shriveling fish, fresh seaweed and dog rose. 

A palette that mixed with the harsh, relentless roar of the ocean. A sigh of relief fortunately they are 

still there, almost moribund. The sheds in which old fishermen store their fishing equipment and 

tools. 

Old men reparing their broken nets here lightened by the setting sun. Ah, change seems inevitable, 

not without pensive feelings.

As soon as the familiar, old existent disappears often even at the expense of romance. In that case it 

is certainly too late.
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